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"TOO LARGE FOR OUR
NORTHERN
DWELLINGS"
Self-image and Portrait
in
Goethe's Italian Journey
Waltraud Maierhofer

the sesquicentennial of Goethe's death in 1982, Andy
Warhol made a series of four screenprints of Goethe's
— head for the Frankfurt (Main) publishing house of Suhrkamp.^
He based it on a painting of Goethe by Johann Heinrich Wilhelm
Tischbein that Goethe himself found favor with and verbally promoted
in his autobiographical writing. Just as the original Tischbein image,
Warhol's version of Goethe's likeness has since appeared on many
book covers, advertising materials, other merchandise such as T-Shirts
as well as on caricatures and, recendy, on the World Wide Web. By
tracing Goethe's manner of endorsing and publicizing the image by
(

' Andy Warhol, "Goethe. Portfolio of Four Screenprints," in Frayda Feldman and Jdrg
Schellmann, eds., An^ Warhol Prints. A Catalog Paisonnl (Munich and New York: R,
Feldman Fine Arts, 1985), 89, numbers 270-03.
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Tischbdn, I will demonstrate how Goethe initiated the ongoing
publicity of that image. He had less lasting success with a marble bust
executed by Alexander Trippel. I would like to draw attention to two
different contexts in which the contemporary artist Angelica Kauffmann and Goethe himself placed it. Whereas Kauffinann criticized
Trippel's image of Goethe in a subtle way and feminized it, Goethe
publicized the bust as a symbol of classicism and its highest ideals.
The eighteenth century was an era hungry for portraits. The
nobility and,in increasing numbers, members of the rising middle class
hked to surround themselves with self-portraits and portraits of family
members and friends. Portrait painting underwent considerable changes
in the course of the eighteenth century, moving away from the
depiction of the public role and persona common to the earlier feudal
period and toward representations which portrayed an individual and
his inner self. The interest in "self was also central to eighteenthcentury European philosophy and literature (albeit quite different from
the modern Freudian concept), and the transformation in portraiture
was intertwined with philosophical trends and literary movements.^ For
instance, Rousseau distin^shed self-love and selfish love, and
according to Lavater's teachings, the essence of a person's character is
reflected in that person's profile and facial features. Goethe,a contribu
tor to Lavater's Pf^siognomischeFragmente,also places the portrayal of self
firmly in the center of his novels and autobiographical texts, as recent
studies by Harald Schnur, Roger Stephenson, and Kathryn Edmunds
have amply demonstrated.^
Portrait painters, however, had for centuries suffered from a bad
reputation that continued to persist in the eighteenth century. They
^ Among recent studies see Roland Kanz, DichterundDenhrimVortrakSpurenganget^rdeutschm
Portritkultur d(s 18. Jahrhunderts (Miinchen: Deutscher Kunstverlag, 1993), 11-15, 59-120;
Bernd Laroche, "Dies Bildnis ist bespubernd schon." UnUrsmhung s^r Struktur und Entmcklmg der
Bildrdsbegegnung in der deutschen Uteratur des 16. bis 19. Jahrhunderts (Frankfurt/Main and New
York: Peter Lang, 1995), 29-62; Michel Vbvell, ed.. Enlightenment Portraits (Chigago and
London: Chicago University Press, 1997), 29,234,242,347,415.
^ Harald Schnur, "Identitat und autobiographische Darstellung in Goethes Dichtung und
Wahrheit" Jahrbuch des Freien Deutschen Uochstifis (1990): 28-93. Roger H. Stephenson, '"Man
nimmt in der Welt jeden, wofur et sich gibt*. The Presentation of Self in Goethe's Die
WahivermandtschaftenP German Life and Letters 611A (1994): 400-6. Kathryn Riely Edmunds,
'fLichtndeimSpiegeP':Self-PjpresentationinGoethe's DieLeidendesjungen Werthers', WilhelmMeisters
Lthtjahre' and Dichtung und Wahrheit; unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Princeton University,
Princeton, 1994.
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were often accused of painting for money, drawing bodies arid
movements inaccurately, failing to capture expression or character in
faces, and using unnatural colors. Goethe considered it impossible to
achieve symbolic ideal forms in a portrait, only some documentary
content. Nevertheless, he held portraits in high esteem as a necessary
and, to a certain extent, useful form of art.'^ During his long life many
portraits were made of him, approximately one hundred in all, and yet
only a few benign remarks by him in regard to these portraits are
documented. Very few of those statements are clearly positive, and on
the vast majority of the portraits he did not comment at all.^ In one
work, his autobiographical t&yit ItalianJourn^ (ItalienisdeReise,published
in three parts 1816/17 and 1829), he comments about three portraits
of himself made during his first sojourn in Italy: the Tischbein painting,
mentioned earlier, a portrait by Angelica Kauffmann (1741-1807) and
another by Alexander Trippel (1744—1793). These three artists—
Tischbein, a German, and Kauffmann and Trippel, both Swissborn—^were also among. Goethe's closest friends in Rome. These
portraits are all well-known today; however, two of them and their
whereabouts were unknown when Goethe edited the Italknische Reise.
It is possible that Goethe did describe these works exactly because they
were not accessible. Early readers could not compare text and image,
as we can today.
The portraits of Goethe described in the Italienische Reise represent
the three styles of contemporary portraiture that Joshua Reynolds
discussed in his Discourses on Art
I' Kauffmann's is a represen
tation of an individual following nature; it thus had to come early in the
text, although it was most likely the last one to have been begun.
Tischbein's image is in the historical style, while Trippel's work is a
pure idealization and is consequently the last one described.

•* Gudrun Kdrner, "Uber die Schwierigkeiten der Portratkunst. Goethes Verhaltnis zu
Bildnissen," in Sabine Schulze and Friedmar Apel, eds., Goethe und die Kunst (exhibition
catalogue) (Ostfildern: Hatje, 1994), 150-82, here 154.
' Korner, "tlber die Schwierigkeiten der Portratkunst," 155.
' Known in Germany mostly through a translation: Sir Joshua '^^a(M.%,Akademsche Riden
uher dasStadium derMalery S(ur Bildungjunger Kiimtkr und starrichtigen Beurtheilung derhesten Werke
der Kunst (Dresden; Hilscherische Buchhandlung, 1781).
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The Italimsche
has only recently been termed an autobio
graphical novel7 While early readers like Wilhelm von Humboldt
considered it to be a "real self portrayal,"® recent research by Norbert
Miller and Italo Battafarano has demonstrated its fictional and
constructed character as well as its literary qualities.' Bernd Laroche, for
example, has studied Goethe's plays Gotn^ von Berlichingen and Faust I as
well as his novels WilhelmMeistershihrjahre and Die Wahl-verwandtschaften
and shown that 'spontaneous' encounters with portraits alter situations
and illustrate sudden changes in a character.^" Laroche has not,
however, included the Italienische Reise, the text which contains the
above-mentioned references to portraits of the author. In describing
the portraits, Goethe judged them openly, giving preference to those
that were in accord with his self-representation in this text. Goethe's
comments make the portraits a component of that self-representation
and stylization of his public image.
With its selection and arrangement of earlier material from
Goethe's stay in Italy, the Italienische Reise presents a fictionalized
account of those years of Goethe's life and it highlights his metamor
phosis in Italy. He describes his "rebirth" ("Wieder^ehurt," "Den 20.
Dez. [1786]", IR 177) as a Klassiker, a classicist writer or writer in a
classical vein, and thematizes turning points in his relationship to the
world and his development as a wnter. Outside Germany, literary
scholars like to term all authors from sensibility to romanticism as
romantics. For the most part Germanistik, however, continues to insist
on referring to Goethe and Schiller and to their writings as classical.
' See Norbett Miller, "Zur Entstehungsgeschichte", IR 669-700, here 673,696; Italo Michele
Battafarano, Die m Chaos hliihenden Zitronen: Identitiit md Attentat in Goethes Italieniscber Vjtise.'
Iris: Richerche di cultnra europea / Forschungen zur europaischen Kultur 12 (Bern; Lang,
1999), 20.
' "(WJirkliche Selbstschilderung." Wilheltn von Hiunboldt, "Gothe's Werke," reprint in
Johann W. von Goethe, ItaUemehe Reise. Samtliche Werke in Epochen seines Schaffens. 15
(Munich: Hanser,1992), 736. In the following page numbers in the text with the abbreviation
"IR" refer to this edition; date entry headings are quoted, as they are important for the
chronology.
' Italo Miachele Battafarano, "Goethes Italienische Reise'—Quasi ein Roman. Zur
literarizitat eines autor-referentiellen Textes," in Gabriela Scherer and Beatrice Wehrli, eds.,
Wahrheitmd Wort. FestschriftfirRolfTarot s;um 65. Geburtstag (Bern and New York: Peter Lang,
1996), 27-48. Boerner attributes elements of an epistolary novel ("Ziige eines Briefromans")
to it; see Peter Boerner, "Italienische Reise (1816-29)," in Paul Michael Lutzeler and J. E.
McLeod, eds., Goethes ErsfthlwerJeslaterpretaHonen (Stuttgart Reclam, 1985), 344-62, here 360.
'"Laroche, 'DzMB/WeM,'183-221.
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The
"German Classicism" and "Age of Goethe" are only
reluctantly being criticized for neglecting authors of the lower classes
and of divergent literary and political persuasions, especially women
authors." The Italienische Reise contributed to the canonization of
German 'classical' versus romantic writers and favored this categoriza
tion over an overarching concept, such as age of Classicism and
Romanticism (die klassisch-romantische Zeit). In the conclusion of the
book Goethe confesses to having finally found himself in Rome: "In
Rome I first found myself, for the first time I achieved inner harmony
and became happy and rational."" The comments about the portraits
are of particular interest because it is uncommon for Goethe to
describe famous pieces of art in that text. After studying painting and
sculpture in Italy he argued against crossing the boundaries between the
arts, criticizing, for example, the procedure of reproducing a painting
or another piece of art as a text."

* I *
The painting that Goethe deals with most briefly in Italienische Reise is
Angelica Kauffmann's portrait of Goethe (1788, oil on canvas, Weimar,
StiftungWeimarer Klassik, Goethe-Wohnhaus [Figure 1]). It is an oval
bust portrait without hands, showing a very handsome and agreeable
young man with dark hair and dressed in contemporary attire. He is
looking directly at the viewer and smiling slightly. The original portrait
is not dated." The heavy coat suggests that it was executed in winter.
" Katherine R. Goodman, Edith Waldstein, and Marianne Hirsch, eds., la the Shadow of
Olympus: German Women Writers Around 1800.SUNY Series in Feminist Criticism and Theory
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1992), I-XI, 3-29.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, ItaUan ]oMmy, Thomas P. Saine and Jeffrey L. Sammons,
eds., Robert R. Heitner, trans. (New York: Suhrkamp, 1989), 427. Hereafter cited in the text
as Saineand Sammons. Original: "In Rom hab' ich mich selbst zuerstgefiinden, ich bin zuerst
tibereinstimmend mit mir selbst gliicklich und vemiinftig geworden." ("14. Marz [1788]," IR
625). All other translations &om primary sources are by Carol Devore to whom I am grateful.
" Ernst Osterkamp, "Goethes Kunsterlebnis in Italien und das klassizistische Kunstprogramm," in Konrad Scheurmann and Ursula Bongaerts-Schomer, eds., "...endlich in dieser
Hauptstadt der Web angelan^t": Goethe in "Ram (Mainz: von Zabem, 1997), volume 1,143.
" This inscription appears on the back of the work: "Portrait de Goethe, peint par Angelica
Kauffman a Rome" (quoted from Oscar Sandner, ed., Hommage an Angelika Kauffmann
[exhibition catalogue] [Milano: Nuova Mazzotta, 1992], 270).
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In his recollections Goethe situated the portrait next to Tischbein's in
the summer of 1787. However, Kauffmann probably painted Goethe
in early 1788, after Goethe had announced plans for his final departure
which occurred in May that year. Unlike so many Grand Tourists,
Goethe had not commissioned a portrait of himself with one of the
Roman sights in the background or a prestigious new piece of art, but
Angelica Kauffmann painted it out of her own desire to have it for. her
gallery of portraits or fashionable "terhple of friends." This gallery
contained mostly images of her artist friends, among them Klopstock
and the writers and performers Fortunata Fantastici and Teresa
Bandettini. These portraits decorated her studio, were in full view of
her visitors and sitters, and were often the subject of their conversa
tions, as documented in letters and published travelogues such as
Friedrich von Matthisson's.^^ Goethe's portrait remained in Kauff
mann s possession until her death in 1807. This shows her high esteem,
although she did not mention it in her list of important works—^which
contains only one single portrait among all history paintings.'^ Not until
the 1840s, that is after the publication of Italienische Reise and possibly
motivated by the remarks in it, did Goethe's daughter-in-law, Ottihe
von Goethe, acquire it. She had it brought to Weimar where it has been
exhibited in Goethe's house ever since. The foUowing passage from
Italienische Reise has often been quoted to the contrary and overwhehningly been taken as evidence that Kauffmann herself was not content
with the painting.'^ Goethe reflects in the Roman entry dated 27 Tune
1787 ("Rom den 27. Juni [1787]"):
My portrait is turning out well, it is an excellent likeness, and
everyone is pleased with the concept. Angelica is also
painting me, but it will not come to anything. She is very
upset because progress on the likeness eludes her. It may be

Reprint in Eugen Thnrnher, Ange&ka Kauffmann and die deuUche Dichtung (Irinsbruck: RuB,
1966), 172.
" See Victoria Manners and G. C. Williamson, AngeBca Kauffmann: Her Life and Her Works
(London 1924), reprint (New York: Harper Art Books, 1976), 139-74 .Korner terms it an involuntary and hidden self-image ("ihr Goethe zum versteckten
Selbstbild geriet") (Korner, "Ober die Schwierigkeiten der Portratkunst," 164).
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a handsome fellow, but he does nottesemble me in the least.
(Saine and Sammons, 279)'®
The first sentence refers to Tischhein's painting, which wiU be
discussed below, and the second to Kauffmann's. Goethe's words have
nearly universally been taken as a fact. However, no such 'letter' has
been preserved and it is probably fictional. Not only did Goethe place
his comments half a year earlier than Kauffmann was probably working
on the portrait; the comment on it may reflect Goethe's ideas while
working on Italienische "Reise from a much later point of view. There is
no proof, however, as Goethe destroyed most of his materials for the
third part of that work after editing it. He did not, however, destroy
Kauffmann's letters, but in the extant part of their correspondence
there are no references to this portrait neither by Goethe, nor by the
painter.
In many other portraits, such as her portrait of Winckelmann
(oil/canvas, 1766, Zurich, Kunsthaus) or in her portrait of Anna
Amalia of Saxony-Weimar (oil/canvas, 1790, Weimar, Stiftung
Weimarer Klassik, Kunstsammlungen)" Kauffmann does indeed place
the sitters in certain intellectual contexts and expresses such "ideas."^®
Descriptions of Goethe often disagree, and the question of whether or
not the quality of a portrait depends on the achieved resemblance to
the sitter has a long-standing tradition.^' Yet Goethe's diagnosis of no
resemblance or no trace of himself ("keine Spur von mir") is very
strong. He suggests that all the traits, all the features are Kauffmann's
own, and that his 'self is not at all present in the portrait. Recent

" "Mein Portrait wird gliicklich, es gleicht sehr und der Gedanke gefallt jedermann; Angelika
malt mich auch, daraus wird aber hichts. Es verdrieCt sie sehr, daB es nicht gleichen und
warden will. Es ist immer ein hiibscher Bursche, aber keine Spur von mir." ("Rom den 27.
JuniI1787]," IR428.)
" See Bettina Baumg^el, ed., Ange&ka Kauffmann [exhibition catalogue] (Ostfildem-Ruic
Hatje, 1998), 84,128-30.
In an earlier letter to Carl August of Weimar dated 7-10 February 1787 Goethe wrote also
of the "idea" of Tischhein's portrait "It is going to be a fortunate image; he puts all his
virtuosity into its completion because the idea is fortuitous." ("Es giebt ein ^iickliches Bild,
er nimmt zur Ausarbeitung seine ganze Kunst zusammen, da die Idee ^ucklich ist."Johann
Wolfgang Goethe, Itahen—Im Schattm der Kevolution. Briefe, TagebScher und Gesprache vom 3.
September 1786 bis 12.]uni 1794. Samtliche Werke. 11. 3 [Frankfurt/M.: Deutscher Klassiker
Verlag, 1991], 256 [in the following abbreviated as FA II.3 indicating section and volume]).
Korner, "Uber die Schwierigkeiten der Portratkunst," 158.
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tesearch confirms that Kauffmann, not unlike other artists, Tischbein
included, tended to base her portraits on her own features.^ Neverthe
less it is likely that Goethe compares the Tischbein and Kauffmann
portraits in this manner to strengthen his argument in favor of the
Tischbein image. The more he depicts Tischbein as a "marvellous
human being" ("wunderbaren Menschen," IR 428)—as in his sentence
direcdy preceding the quote— the more the text calls for an opposing,
negative example of another (German) artist in Rome. Goethe is
contrasting and comparing two very different images of himself, and
he makes it clear which one he wants to perpetuate.
Kauffmann's reducing Goethe to nothing but a face-to-face
reading may have been not the result of a lack of ideas, but an
interpretation in itself. In defense of Kauffmann's work, it has been
argued that she painted an image of Goethe as she saw him, as her
friend and confidant, a sensitive person like herself, often based on the
following witness.^ Herder reflected in a letter to his wife: "She has
grasped Goethe's image in a very tender manner, more tenderly than
he is. The whole world therefore decries its dissimilarity, which really
does [not] exist in the picture. The tender soul has preconceived him
in the way she painted him.^ The portrait is in the style of sensibility.

^ Komer argues thatKauffmann—and likewise Tischbein andJohann Heinrich Meyer—^used
Goethe whom they admired strongly as masks for portraying themselves (Korner,"tiber die
Schwierigkeiten der Portratkunst,"158), MattaWagnest in her video project D<w Part/ay«/«'»«
sehrpersonliche Sache! goes one step further and claims Kaufhnann's Goethe portrait to be a
metamorphosis of her self portrait (see Sandner, Hommage, 252,231).
For example Korner, "Uber die Schwierigkeiten der Portratkunst," 164; Dagmar Zimdars,
"'(es) ware der Miihewerth zu sehen, wie sie mich sieht und denket'Beriihinte Zeitgenossen
uber Portrats von Angelika Kauffinann," in Elisabeth von Gleichenstein and Karin Stober,
eds., Undhatab Weih unglauhbchesTaleHt...' (Goethi): Angelika Kauffmattn (1741—1807): Marie
EUenrieder (1791—1863) [exhibition catalogue] (Krastanz; Rosgarten Museum, Stadtische
Museen, 1992), 77-86, here 82; Baumgartel also emphasizes Kauffmann's emotional
involvement and terms it a "soul image" l"Seeknbildmi^\ see Bettina Baumgartel, AngeBka
Kauffinann (1741—1807); Bedingungen meibbcber Kreativitat in der Malerei des 18. Jahrhunderts
(Weinheim and Basel; Beltz, 1990), 227; see also Bz.\iiD!^xxA,AngeiikaKatffinann [exhibition
catalogue], 322).
" "Goethes Bild hat sie sehr zart ergriffen, zarter, als er ist; daher die ganze Welt iiber
Unahnhchkeit schreiet, die doch aber wirklich im Bilde [nicht] existirt Die zarte Seele hat ihn
sich so gedacht, wie sie ihn gemalt" (Johann Gottfried Herder, ItaBenbche Reise: BrUfe und
Tagebuchatffipichnungen /7^J—77W, Albert Meier and HeideHoUmer, eds. [Munich: Deutscher
Taschenbudiverlag, 1989], 360) Even the editors of Herder's ItaSenische Rtise seemed not to
agree with the logic in this sentence and supplemented "nicht," "correcting". Herder's
judgment, I disagree.
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The tnan who was famous as the author of Die heiden desjungen Werthers,
who had fled to Italy to overcome a crisis, may occasionally still have
been empftndsam, a person with an extraordinary capacity for emotion,
a man of feeling. In her letter of 17 May 1788 to Goethe, after his final
departure from Rome, Kauffmann attests him a heart of feeling that
senses even what she is not saying, and she appeals to it.^^ There is also
clear evidence for a lasting trait of sensibility in his original letters to
Charlotte von Stein from Italy which were "an impulsive and passion
ate series of exclamations and imploring demonstrations of deep
emotional attachment," as Victor Lange observes.^® The Goethe of the
Italienische 'Rsise, however, recollected his emotions according to Lange
"in tranquility" and attempted to make those letters "homogenous in
a calculated narrative design." Goethe did not permit positive state
ments about a portrait that depicted him in the style of sensibility,
although in the 1780s this style was still very fashionable and market
able throughout Europe.
As Angela Rosenthal has argued, the portrait by Kauffmann is
influenced by the painter's feminine voice: In accordance with the
culture of sensibility it stresses androgynous qualities and the ideal of
femininity.^^ Goethe wrote that Kauffmann did not paint him, but
herself. Although her portrait may capture Goethe's likeness actually
more than the portraits of Tischbein or Trippel do, Goethe may have
been right in his diagnosis in the following sense. In Kauffmann's
studio the portrait became an important part of her own self-representation, that is, her presentation of herself as an artist and her view of
painting. In the semi-public space of the studio it showed not so much
Goethe's, but her own accomplishment, her inner space and presence
as an artist in the painting.^ Kauffmann's Goethe is therefore not a

"Ihr Empflindliches Herz kan das iibrige dencken." (Angelika Kauffmann to Goethe, 17
May 1788, in Angelica Kauffmann, "tAirtraumte vor tin paar Nachten, ich hatte Briefe von Ihnen
empfangon Gesammelte Briefe in den Origfnalspmchen, Walttaud Maierhofer, ed. [Lengwil: Libelle,
2001], 100.)
Victor Lange, "Goethe'sJourney in Italy. The School of Seeing," in Gerhard Hoffmeister,
ed., Goethe in Itafy: Goethe in Itafy 1786-1986: A Bi-Centennial Symposium. Amsterdamer
Publikationen zur Sprache und Literatur. 76 (Amsterdam; Rodopi, 1988), 147-58, here 147.
"AngelaRosenthaI,^«gri5vkaKi»^fl»».St>ii'««»flAr««!!t(Berlin: Reimer, 1996),
206,208,258. For sensibility see G.J. Barker-Benfield, The Culture ofSensiUB^: Sex and Society
in Eighteenth-Centuiy Britain (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992).
Rosenthal, Angelika Katiffmann, 173.
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second-rate portrait, but a painting that contains her self-confident
inscription in the portrayal of a famous male contemporary and fellowartist and thus documents her high self-esteem. But that is not at all the
context of Goethe's description.
When Goethe composed the Italienische Reise, he favored an image
of himself that showed not a man of feeling, but a "thought" or "idea,"
a picture in an elevated style that told the public life of the person
portrayed and was rich in intellectual references. It is therefore no
coincidence that Goethe contrasts Kauffmann's portrait of a likable
and sensitive,even sentimental young man to the well-known image of
a heroic wanderer by Tischbein.

* II *
Tischbein's monumental painting Goethe in the Campagna di Roma
(1786-88, oil on canvas, Frankfurt/Main, Staddsches Kunstinstitut;
copy by Reinhold Ewald in Weimar, Stiftung Weimarer Klassik,
Museen)^' was the first German life-sized, full-figure monument for
and to a writer. Goethe reflects in the first part of the Italienische Reise
at the end of the year 1786:
Living in this artistic milieu is like bdng in a room full of
mirrors, where there is no way to avoid seeing onesdf and
others reflected many times. I noticed that Tischbein was
often dosely observing me, and now it comes out that he
plans to paint my portrait. His design is finished, he has
already stretched the canvas. I am to be presented lifesize as
a travder wrapped in a white doak, sitting in the open air on
a fallen obelisk and surveying the ruins of the Campagna,
which are located far in the background. That makes a
beautiful picture, but one too large for our northern houses.

For a detailed history of the painting see Christian Lenz, Tischbein:Goethe in der Cctmpagna di
Roma (Frankfurt/Main; Stadelsches Kunstinstitut und Stadtische Galerie, 1979) as well as
Ellen Spickemagel, ed., Goethe gemolt von Tischbein—ein PorirSt nnd seine Geschichte [exhibition
catalogue] (Frankfurt/Main: Stadelsches Kunstinstitut, 1974).
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No doubt I shall creep back into their shelter, but there will
be no room for the portrait. (Saine and Sammons, 125)^°
This time the date seems to be authentic.'' Goethe repeated here
phrases from his letter to Charlotte von Stein of 29 December 1786'^
and from a description of the painting that had been published in
Wieland's magazin DerTeutsche Merkur mote, than a year later while
Goethe was still in Italy. The crucial passage reads in the Merkur.
One sees the poet wrapped in a white coat, with the hat on
his head, resting in an attitude between sitting and reclining
on a fallen obelisk turned into a ruin, with a deeply meditat
ing eye on the vanity of things....The eye of the philosophiz
ing poet is amazed about this change in nature and in human
matters, and the gruesome thought of futility seems to hang
' in his face."

^ 'In diesem Kiinsderwesen lebt tnan wie in einem Spiegekimmer, wo man auch wider
WiUen, sich selbst und andere oft wiederholt sieht. Ich bemerkte wohl, daC Tischbein mich
ofters aufmerksam betrachtete, und nun zeigt sich's, daB er mein Portrait zu malen gedenkt.
Sein Entwurf ist fertig, er hat die Leinwand schon aufgespannt. Ich soli in LebensgroCe, als
Reisender, in einen weiBen Mantel gehiillt, in freier Luft, auf einem umgestiirzten Obelisken
sitzend, vorgestellt werden, die tief imHintergrunde liegenden Ruinen der Campagna di Roma
iiberschauend. Es gibt ein schones Bild, nur zu groB ffir unsere nordischen Wohnungen. Ich
werde wohl wieder dort unterkriechen, das Portrait aber wird keinen Platz linden." ("Den 29.
Dezember [1786]," IR 179-80.)
Tischbein mentioned a portrait of Goethe in a letter to Lavater as early as 9 December 1786
(quoted in FA II.3, commentary to 201).
He wrote; "Tischbein mahlt mich jetzo. Ich lasse ihn gehn, denn einem solchen Kiinstler
muB man nicht einreden. Er mahlt mich LebensgroBe, in einen weisen Mantel gehiillt, in
freyer Luft auf Ruinen sitzend und im Hintergrunde die Campagna di Roma. Es giebt ein
schones Bild, nur zu groB fur unsre Nordische Wohnungen." (FA II.3,201.)
"Man sieht den DicMer eingehiillt in einen weiBen Mantel, den Huth auf dem Kopf, in der
Stellung zwischen Sitzen und Liegen, mit dem tiefdenkenden Blick uber die Verganglichkeit
der Dihge, auf einem umgesturzten und in Triimmer ubergegangenen Obelisken
ruhen.... Ueber diese Veranderung der Natur und der menschUchen Dinge staunt das Auge
des philosophischen Dichters bin, und der schauervolle Gedanke der Verganglichkeit scheint
auf seinem Gesichte zu schweben" (anonymous: "Ausziige aus Briefen von Rom [Ludwig
Strack to Johann Heinrich Merck, 30 June 1787]," in DerTeutscheMirkur[il?S\-. 266-72, here
270; reprint in Spickernagel, Goethe gemaU von Tischbein, 38.) The original letter by Strack
(printed in IR 945-46) deviates only slightly from the published version. After the completion
of this article, Martin Donike has argued that this letter is by Goethe's cicerone in Rome, Aloys
Hirt (Martin Donike, '"Diese hier.beygelegte Nachrichten sind mir von H. Hirt mitgetheilt
worden': Anmerkungen zur ersten Beschreibung von tischbeins Gemalde Goethe in der
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Between 1786 and 1816 when the first part of the Italienische Re/se was
published, the concept of museums changed from private galleries to
public educational facilities. The Munich Glyptothek was the first public
museum to be built in one of the German states, and the Frankfurt
banker Johann Friedrich Stadel made a bequest for the Stadehche
Kunstinstitut, a museum and art school, in 1815. As early as in his letter
to Charlotte von Stein, Goethe called the portrait too big for northern
dwellings. While this phrase may have originally advertised the portrait
to a noble patron in Weimar, in the later autobiographical text it sounds
as if he already foresaw images of himself in museums, to be seen and
enjoyed not only by royalty and wealthy patrons, but by the public as
well.
The last sentence about the Tischbein painting not finding a place
in the north is not in the letter and was apparendy added in the
Italienische Reise. Indeed, in 1816 the painting had still not found a buyer
in Germany. One might even conclude that Goethe was initiating a
search for the original by including praising passages about it in his
autobiographical novel. Goethe then only had an early sketch of it, and
his musician-friend PhQipp Christoph Kayser owned a drawing of it,
presumably a collaborative work by three by Tischbein and two of his
artist-friends in Rome, Friedrich Bury and Johann Georg Schiitz
(Weimar, Sammlung Weimarer Klassik; [Figure 2]).^'* Goethe had
arguments with Tischbein in Italy and never saw the painting in its
finished state. Tischbein left the painting to the Danish consul and
dilettante art dealer Christian Heigehn in Naples, before he left for
Germany in 1799 in the wake of the French capturing Rome and
overrunning the Kingdom of Naples. When Goethe asked for a sketch
of it in 1822, Tischbein, then court painter in Eutin, presumably still
owned it and responded that he wanted to draw the painting from
memory, but might also have it brought to Weimar^^—^which never
transpired. He added a small sketch of the characteristic pose of Goe-

Campagna di Roma," Goethe-Jahrbuch 118 [2001]: 353-59).
" See Lenz, Tischbein, 12. Also Gerhard Schuster and Caroline Gille, eds., WiederhoUe
Spi^etungen: WeimarerKlassik 1759-1832 [exhibition catalogue](Munich: Hanser, 1999), volume
I, 332-33.
Letter Tischbein to Goethe, 7 January 1822 (Weimar, Stiftung Weimarer Klassik GSA
28/917). Goethe's art collection contained another,more elaborate sketch byTischbein (Lenz,
Tischbein, 13).
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Figure 1: Angelica Kauffmann, Goethe (oil on canvas, 1788).
Weimar, Stiftung Weimarer Klassik, Goethehaus.
Photo: Sigrid Geske. Used by permission.
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Figure 2: Tischbein / B;iry / Schiitz, Goethe in the Campagna (drawing
after Tischbein, around 1787). Weimar, Stiftung Weimarer Klassik,
Graphische Sammlung. Photo: Sigrid Geske. Used by permission.
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Figure 3: Tischbein, Detail from letter Tischbein to Goethe, 7 January 1822
(sketch in autograph letter). Weimar, Stiftung Weimarer Klassik
GSA 28/917). Photo: Sigrid Geske, Stiftung Weimarer Klassik und
Kunstsammlungen. Used by permission.
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Figure 4: Vogel, Goethe in the Campagna (lithograph after Tischbein, 1846).
Frankfurt/ Main, Stadelsches Kunstinstitut.
Photo: Ursula Edelmann. Used by permission.
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Figure 5: Alexander Trippel, Goethe (marble, 1790). Private collection.
Photo: Bddarchiv Foto Marburg, number 1. 197.994. Used by permission.
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Figure 6: Joachim Sandrart, Apollo Pourtales [etching by Sandrart],
Sandrart volume I, plate 14.
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Figure 1: Goethe's Schriflm. Volume 8 (Vienna/Leipzig: Goschen, 1789),
frontispiece (etching by Lips after Angelica Kauffmann).
Photo: Walter Ziegler, University of Regensburg. Used by permission.
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the on the margin of his letter [Figure 3]. In Italy Tischbein had hoped
that it would earn him a stipend to stay there or gain for him a position
at a ,German court.^® Yet none of the travelers to Rome and Naples,
not even Anna Amalia of Saxony-Weimar who bought at least two
other works by this artist^^ seemed interested in acquiring it and so in
1816 it was very unlikely that a huge painting like this traveled north.
The ownership trail of the Tischbein original is not picked up
again until 1846, when the banker Karl Mayer von Rothschild bought
it in Rome and had it moved to his residency near Frankfurt; Roths
child's daughter gave it to the Frankfurt Stadel museum in 1887.^® The
painting was unknown to the public until 1846 when the Gedenkblatter
an Goethe (Frankfurt/Main 1846) contained a lithograph after it by
Vogel (presumably 1844/45, [Figure 4]).'® An earlier lithograph by
Brodtmann, based on the water-color drawing, had appeared in 1832
shortly after Goethe's death but had attracted little attention.''" After
1846, Tischbein's Goethe gained an eminent position in the nineteenthcentury German cult of monuments."" For example, on the occasion
of Goethe s centennial in 1849 Karl Bennert copied the painting in
nearly ks original size (today in Rome, Casa di Goethe), and Gustav
Eberlein modelled his first design for a Goethe monument in Rome,
titled Goethe am Meer, after it."'^
As mentioned above, a cousin of Tischbein, Ludwig Strack, had
described Tischbein's Goethe in the Campagna in a published letter from
Rome in June 1787. Strack praised Goethe as the "favorite writer of
our nation,'"'^ a reputation based mostly on the success of the early
works Werther and Gott^ By the early nineteenth century Goethe had
gained the status of an Olympian and as the "zenith of his time," as

^ Herder, for example, had corresponded with Goethe about a position for Tischbein, before
Tischbein became director of the academy of art in Naples in 1789 (Herder, Italienische Rase,
335,365-66, 525).
She bought his portrait of Emma La^ Hamilton asa Stlyl (oil/canvas, around 1788, Weimar,
Sammlung Weimarer Klassik) and ordered a portrait of herself in the ruins of Pompeji (oil on
canvas, signed and dated 1789, Weimar, Sanimlung Weimarer Klassik).
" Lenz, Tischbein, 14.
See Lenz,
16.
Lenz, Tischbein, 13 with illustration.
•" Kanz, Dichter und Denteer im Portrat, 195.
See Lenz, Tischbein,19.
"Lieblings-Schriftsteller unserer Nation" (Ludwig Strack to Johann Heinrich Merck, 270).
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Karl Ernst Schubarth wrote in his essay on Goethe in 1818.''^ In
compensation for the lack of a German nation he "attained the status
of a German national author.'"*' When Goethe edited the book
Italienische Reise, only his and Tischbein's friends had seen the painting
or the drawing. However, Goethe's drama Iphigenie in Taurisw&s already
established as one of the most important texts of German Classicism,
and it is present in the painting in the relief depicting a scene from
Iphigenie. vUready Strack's letter from Rome in Wieland's magazine had
drawn attention to the relief in the painting as representing Iphigenie
which Goethe reworked in Rome into verse:
Alongside it is a bas-relief, no longer intact, upon which
traces of the best period of Greek art are still discernible and
which depicts Orestes' recognition of his sister Iphigenia.
Our wnter had been trying for several years to make this
subject matter into a play, and he gave it its final finish there
in Tischbein's studio.''^
The relief depicts the scene where the priestess Iphigenie first meets
her brother Orestes and his friend Pylades; she is supposed to sacrifice
both of them to the goddess Artemis. Tischbein changed the design
for the relief as work on the painting progressed. His earlier design
(recognizable in the drawing, see Figure 2, above) was based on a mural
painting of the motif in Herculaneum. It had been included as an
engraving in the widespread series he Pitture antiche d'Ercolano (Naples
1757—1762), and Tischbein also copied it in watercolors (Frank
furt/Main, Freies Deutsches Hochstift): Iphigenia is standing to the
right, with an altar between her and Orest. In the final stage (see Figure
4, above), however, he may have been influenced by a painting of the
same subject by his contemporary Benjamin West, Orest and Pjlades in
"Hohepunkt seiner Zeit"(Karl Ernst Schubarth, "Zur Beurteilung Gothe's [1818]," in Karl
Robert Mandelkow, ed., Goetheim UrteilseinerKritiker. Dokumente t(ur Wirkungsgeschichte Goethes
in Deutschland: THl 1. 1775-1832 [Munich: C H. Beck, 1975], 296).
Gerhard Schula,"Goethes Italienische Reise," in Hoffineister, Goethe in Italy,6-19, here 11.
"Daneben liegt ein verstiimmeltes Basrelief, woraus man aber noch die beste Zeit der
griechischen Kunst wahrninunt, und das die Etkennung des Orest von seiner Schwester
Iphigenia vorstellt; ein Gegenstand, den unser Dichter seit mehreren Jahren fur die Biihne
bearbeitet hat, und dem er in dem Museo des Kiinstlers seine letzte Politur gab." (Strack to
Johann Heinrich Merck, 270.)
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front of Iphigenia {o^lc2Lm?i'&, 1766, London, Tate Gallery).''^ Both
versions depict the sathe persons in a different composition and in
different attitudes; the altar appears only in the earlier version. Neither
version refers explicitly to Euripides's nor Goethe's text, but the relief
obviously represented, as stated in the letter, "the best period of Greek
art." Thus the painting itself signifies the resurrection of modern
writing from the ruins of the past, the victory of modern writing over
ancient art and literature.
Tischbein places the modern writer, Goethe, in a classical
landscape, surrounded by a broken obelisk and tombstones. At first
sight it is merely an image of a tired traveler resting in an isolated place
and gazing in the far distance. His pose, half sitting, half lying, however,
is familiar from the image of the Parthenon Dionysos (London, British
Museum). Goethe poses like a classical god or hero.'^ Tischbein
portrayed Goethe not only as a wnter, but as a universal thinker.
Shortly after he had begun the painting, he pointed out in a letter to
Lavater:
on the ruins where great acts happened in ancient times, a
living man appears great, it is as if one recognized him better.
Goethe is a man of labor and striving. ..I have begun his
portrait and will make it in life size with him sitting on those
ruins and contemplating the fate of human works.'*'
Tischbein does not rely on the traditional image to represent a scholar,
namely in his study; instead, his poet is a "wanderer on the obelisk,"
as Goethe liked to call the painting,'" an audacious wanderer through
life. The image is that of a wanderer who is in Italy to form his "self."

" See Lenz, Tischbein, 41—42 with illustrations.
Lenz discusses the tradition of this pose (Lenz, Tischbein, 32—36). It was also very common
for Etruscan vases.
"Auf denen Ruinen wo vprdiesem so groBe Taten geschahen, scheint ein lebender Mann
erst recht groB, es ist als erkennte man ihn besser. Goethe ist ein Werk&gerMann.. .Ich babe
sein Portrat angefangen, und werde esin LebensgroBe machen, wie erauf denen Ruinen sitzet
und uber das Schicksal der Menschligen Werke nachdenket." (Tischbein to Lavater, 9
December 1786, reprinted IR 945.).
"Wanderer aufm Obelisken" (Goethe in his letter to Tischbein, 16 January 1822, inGoriiw
Werhe. Weimarer Ausgabe [Weimar: Hermann Bohlaus nachfolger, 1906], section IV, volume
35,243. FA II.9 was not yet in print at the time of the completion of the article.)
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It captures, as Roland Kanz has observed, the principle of selfformation through smdying the outside world.®'
In the first part of the Italienische Reise, shortly before he refers to
Tischbein's painting, Goethe presents himself as reborn through the
study of art: "The rebirth, which is remolding me from within, is still
in progress...Yes, along with my artistic sense my moral one is
undergoing a great renovation"®^ (Saine and Sammons, 123). The
portrait represents that rebirth visually. Goethe in the Campagna thus
became a memorial for and sensual representation of Goethe's
experiences in Italy,®® the search for himself and his "identity as the
classical German author."®'* It is certainly no coincidence that he did
not describe Tischbein's more intimate, impressionistic and pardy
humorous drawings of him in Rome, such as Goethe at the window
(Frankfurt, Freies Deutsches Hochsttft), Goethe with the second
pillow, caring for Carl Philipp Moritz, or reading while leaning
backwards with his chair (all Weimar, Sammlung Weimarer Klassik).®®
Roland Kanz has observed an atmosphere of freedom and selfreliance in the pose set in the open landscape.®® It is also a very
masculine image. Masculinity is a cultural construct, and according to
Norman Bryson masculinity in Western art, especially in the late
eighteenth century, used to be visually represented not through the
male sex, but through open facial expressions and poses that claim lots
of space and signal freedom and superiority and by a "specific manner
of representing costume," especially heavy attire such as coats and
uniforms.®^ Kauffmann's portrait focuses on Goethe's face, especially

" "Prinzip selbstbildender Weltaneignung" (Kanz, DichUrundDenkermPortrat, 196).
^ "Die Wiedergeburt, die mich von innen heraus umarbeitet, wirkt immer fort.. .Ja es ist
zugleich fflit dem Kunstsinn der sittliche, welcher groBe Erneuenmg leidet." ("Den 20.
Dezember. [1786]." IR 177.)
Andreas Beyer in his commentary to IR180 calls it a "Sinn-Bild".
^ Schulz, "Goethes Italienische Reise," 14.
See Hermann Mildenberger, eA-yJobam Hdnricb Wilbtlm Tiscbbdn: Goetbes Mater undFramd
[exhibition catalogue] (Oldenburg; Schleswig-Holsteinisches Landesmuseum, 1986) 31,24;
Schulze, Goetbe md die Kunst, No 113.
^ Kanz, Dicbter md Denkerim Portrat, 196.
" Rosenthal,
Kauffiaann, 263-64. See Norman Bryson, "Gericault and Masculinity,"
in Norman Bryson, Michael A. Holly, and Keith Moxey, eds.. Visual Culture: Images and
Interpretadons (Hanover: Wesleyan University Press, 1994), 228-59.
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his expressive eyes, signifying the soul.®® It can therefore be read as a
feminine image, although Goethe seems to wear a heavy coat with fur.
The gaze in Tischbein's portrait, on the other hand, is focused on
something beyond the painting's borders. It signals a wide horizon,
calls for respect and admiration and was thus well suited to be
described favorably in the Italienische
A similar attitude applies to
the following third portrait.

* III ^
In 1787 the sculptor Alexander Trippel made a marble bust of Goethe
(Arolsen, castle, [Figure 5]; plaster cast in Frankfurt, Freies Deutsches
Hochstift, Frankfurter Goethe-Museum; replica in Weimar, Stiftung
Weimarer Klassik, formerly Herzogin Anna Amaha Bibliothek, today
Goethe-Nationalmuseum/Bestand Plastik). For a long time it was
Trippel s only well-known work.'' Trippel had not initiated this work,
but the Austrian military officer Christian von Waldeck ordered it for
a specific setting. Waldeck met Goethe most likely in earlyJanuary 1787
in Rome." Anna Amalia of Saxony-Weimar ordered another marble
bust of Goethe and a pendant of Herder in 1790 in Rome for her son
puke Carl August.'' Carl August seems not to have insisted on a new
invention, maybe even asked for a replica of the earlier work, and
Trippel made a replica with a clasp in the shape of a rosette instead of
the mask of tragedy holding the cloak. It was much in demand as a
plaster cast, one of which was given to Goethe.'^
Trippel modeled the bust of Goethe on images of Alexander the
Great: the head is raised and slighdy turned with a free and open gaze,
he has rich curly hair with the characteristic
a high forehead.

Pointed out, for example,in theinterpretation byRosenthal {^%eD!AaX,Angelika Katiffinann,
262).
" Bernhard Maaz, '"Dass die Idee, als hatte ich so ausgesehen, in der Welt bleibt.' Alexander
Trippels Goethe-Buste: Werk und Wirkung," Zeitschrift Jiir Schtveii^erische Archaohffe und
KunstgtschichU 52.4 (1995): 282. See also Alexander Tt^pel (1744—1793): Skulptunn und
Zeichnungen [exhibition catalogue] (Schaffhausen: Museum zu AUerheiligen, 1993).
^ As evident from Goethe's letter to Carl August of Saxony-Weimar, 13-20January 1787 (FA
II.3,225,229).
" See Schuster, WiederhotU Spitgelungen, volume1,394.
" See Schuster, Wiederholte Spiegekngen, volume 1,395 with illustration
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large eye balls, and he wears a military cloak {Paludamentuni) with a clasp
on the shoulder. Combining neoclassical and baroque elements, Trippel
designed Goethe as the counterpart to his bust of Frederic II of Prussia
(also for Waldeck; Arolsen, castle) and his military attitude, giving
Goethe features of an intellectual conqueror and leader.
The sculptor described the bust in a letter to his patron as in the
classical style, with long, flowing hair, giving the head the shape of the
head of Apollo.®^ Herder recogni2ed the paradigm immediately and
exclaimed, "he looks like young Alexander the Great or ApoUo."®"*
Elsewhere he complained that the contrast of Goethe's to his own bust
might be most unflattering for himself.®' Important characteristics of
Apollo images were of course the upright posture claiming lots of space
and the head raised high and slighdy turned with the free and open
gaze of the far-aiming Sun God, as in the tradition of the Apollo
Belvedere. Trippel had ordered the two busts—the late Prussian king
and the "king of poets"—as a complementary pair. It should be
emphasized that—^just as in Tischbein's case—^most of the ideas for the
portraits were likely the artist's invention, not Goethe's. Goethe used
the images und placed his discussion strategically in the Italienische Reese.
His first mentioning of Trippel's bust is factual and written in a
colloquial style. He says that Duke Waldeck ordered the piece, and he
then describes how Trippel is proceeding:
Have I told you. Herder, that Trippel is working on a bust of
me? The Prince of Waldeck has commissioned him to make
it, and the general impression is good. It is being worked in
a very solid style. When the clay model is completed, he will
make a plaster cast of it, and then immediately start on the
marble, which he wants to finish from Ufe; for what can be

" "Sie ist ganz in dem Anticken still, die Haare sind lang und hangen gantz locker herunder,
ud [sic] machen von fornnen die Form eines Apollo Kopff' (letter Alexander Trippel to
Christian Augustvon Waldeck, 18 November 1788, quoted in Schuster, WiederholteSpUgikngen,
volume 1,395 note 45).
'•* "Er sieht wie ein junger Alexander oder Apollo aus" (Herder, ItalienischeUse, 502).
In the postscriptum (of 1 March) of his letter to Caroline Herder, 27 February 1789:"O
der leidigen Pendants! G. hat sich als einen Apollo idealisieren lassen; wie werde ich Armer
mit meinem kahlen Kopf dagegen aussehn! Desto besser, so stehe ich nackt u. arm da"
(Herder, Italienische Use, 362).
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done in this material is unattainable in any other. (Saine and
Sammons, 310)^

This is inserted between thoughts on the infinite study of art and a
remark that it happens to be Goethe's birthday (August 28)—another
allusion to his "rebirth." The preceding passages hint at the image of
himself that the bust will ultimately convey, the recognition that
writing, not art, is his calling (IR 470-71). In his extant letters Goethe
mentions having met Waldeck in the middle of January 1787.®^ In the
Italienische Reise Goethe elaborates on Trippel's project not before
August of 1787 at the beginning of his second stay in Rome, immedi
ately after he had stated the following program for his second winter
in Rome:
I am regaining my old self more and more, and am learning
to differentiate between what is akin and what is foreign to
me. I am industrious, receptive to everything, and growing
from the inside outwards. (Saine and Sammons, 277)®®
In his essay on Laomn Goethe states that sculpture is able of represen
tation in its highest form and is able to free its object of everything
inessential and is therefore tightly esteemed the superior art form.®' It
is consistent with Goethe's high regard for sculpture that Trippel's
work is the last one of the portraits described in the Italienische Reise.

Hab ich dir scbon gesagt, dalj Trippel meine Biiste arbeitet? Der Fiirst von Waldeck hat
sie bei ihm bestellt. Er ist schon meist fertig und es macht ein gutes Ganze. Sie ist in einem
sehr soliden Styl gearbeitet. Wenn das Modell fertig ist wird er eine Gypsform dariiber
machen, und dann gleich den Marmor anfangen, welchen er dann zuletzt nach dem Leben
auszuarbeiten wunscht, denn was sich in dieser Materie tun lalJt kann man in keiner andem
erreichen. ("Den 28. August 87," IR 471.)
"As evident from Goethe's letter to Carl August of Saxony-Weimar, 13-20January 1787 (FA
11.3:225,229).
"Ich finde mich immetmehr in mich zuriick und leme unterscheiden was mir eigen und was
mir fremd ist. Ich bin fleifiig und nehme von alien Seiten ein und wachse von innen heraus."
C'Rom den 16.Juni [1787]," IR 425.)
" "Die Bildhauerkunst wird mit Recht so hoch gehalten, weil sie die Darstellung auf ihren
hochsten Gipfel bringen kann und mufi, weil sie den Menschen von allem, was ihm nicht
wesentlich ist, entbloBt." (Johann Wolfgang Goethe, "Uber Laokoon," in Gotthes Werhc.
WamarerAusgabe, R^n«/[Munich; DeutscherTaschenbuch Verlag, 1987], volume1.47,106).
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In a second passage on Trippel, Goethe discusses the sculptor's
symbolic method and agrees to the reduction of individual characteris
tics. Goethe draws an important connection to classical sculpture: He
reports that Trippel talked to him about the study of the human body,
about canonized and differing proportions, when Goethe was sitting
for the plaster model. He adds that the subject of that "extremely
pleasant, informative conversation" (Saine and Sammons, 312)™ was a
hitherto neglected sculpture from antiquity, a head of Apollo, the socalled yl/oZ/oPowrto/w (during Goethe's time in the Palazzo Giustiniani,
Rome; since 1865 in the British Museum, London) which Trippel
considered to be "one of the most noble pieces of art."^'. Trippel's bust
is very similar to it. The influential Teutsche Akademie (1675—80)
contained an image of that bust of Apollo [Figure 6],™ but it was
neglected by art connoisseurs and antiquarians when Goethe was in
Rome. According to Julius Wahle's commentary, this passage appears
to be taken nearly word for word from a note by Johann Heinrich
Meyer™ and Goedie added it most likely when he edited his material.
The explicit reference to a classical head of Apollo conveys an
important association and image to the reader and connects the portrait
of Goethe once more with the name of Apollo.
Goethe's second reference to Trippel's bust is also introduced by
a report on his own progress, on his decision to stay in Rome for
another half year in order to mature in his condition, as he says, and
finish his own works, which he could do in no other place and which
he perceived as a new beginning:
At the beginning of the month I definitely made up my mind
to remain in Rome also the coming winter. What finally,
decided me was my feeling and perception that I would be
leaving this situation without having attained anything like
maturity, and that nowhere else would I find such latitude
and tranquillity for finishing my works. And now, once I had

[H]6chstangenehme, belehrende Unterhaltung." ("Bericht August [1787]," IR 474—45.)
" "[Ejins der edelsten Kunstwerke" ("Bericht August [1787]," IR 474—75).
Joachim Sandrart, Teutsche Akademie der Bau-, Bild- und Mahler^-KSnste. Beprint of first eMtion
L'Academia Tedesca della Architectura, Scultura &Pittura (Nordlingen; Verlag Dr. Alfons Uhl,
1994—95), volume I, plate 14.
" See Goethes Werke. WeimarerAusgabe, volume I. 32,394.
70 c(|
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sent this announcement back home, a period of a new kind
began. (Saine and Sammons, 311)^'*

A remark on his "self-imposed and unequivocal solitude" (Saine and
Sammons, 313)" concludes this report and is in accordance with the
visual image of Apollo. Although he has finished Iphigenie and other
works and read them to his friends in Rome, Goethe insists on this
"hermitage" (Saine and Sammons, 313)."
In the third, often quoted passage in Italienische Reise pertaining to
Trippel's bust, Goethe writes exphcidy that he liked the idea of being
portrayed in an ideali2ed and noble style. This statement is contained
in a letter (again, this letter is otherwise not extant) and follows abrupdy
after Goethe reported his poetic and artistic activities:
My bust has turned out very well, everyone is satisfied with
it. Certainly it is fashioned in a beautiful and noble style, and
I do not mind if this idea of my appearance lives on in the
world." (Saine and Sammons, 317)
The word idea" is important. It connects his short description with
the discourse on the artistic merit of portraiture in the eighteenth
century, on raising its place in the hierarchy of subject matter from
capturing a likeness to generalities, from the mere "ornamental" style
to the"grand" or "great" style, as Joshua Reynolds declared in the forth
of his Discourses: "Thus if a portrait-painter is desirous to raise and
improve his subject, he has no other means than by approaching it to
a general idea. He leaves out all the minute breaks and peculiarities in
the face, and changes the dress from a temporary fashion to one more
permanent, which has annexed to it no ideas of meanness from its

"Zu Anfang dieses Monats reifte bei mir der Vorsatz, noch den nachsten Winter in Rom
zu bleiben; Gefuhl und Einsicht daC ich aus diesem Zustande noch voUig vinreif mich
entfernen, auch daB ich nirgends solchen Raum und solche Ruhe fur den AbschluB meiner
Werke finden wiirde, bestimmte mich endlich: und nun, als ich solches nach Hause gemeldet
hatte, begann ein Zeitraum neuer Art" ("Bericht August [1787]," IR 472).
"[Ejinmal gewahlteQ und ausgesprochene]] Abgeschiedenheit" (IR 475).
""Einsiedelei"(rR475).
" "Meine Biiste ist sehr gut geraten, jeder man ist damit zufiaeden. GewiB ist sie in einem
schonen und edlen Styl gearbeitet und ich habe nichts dagegen, daB die Idee, als hatte ich so
ausgesehen, in der Welt bleibt" ("Den 12. September 1787," IR 480).
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being familiar to us."™ Reynolds excelled at the grand style, and
Kauffmann, like Reynolds a founding member of the Royal Academy,
had learned a great deal from him. An important essay by Pierre
d'Hancarville on two very different portraits of Homer published in
London in his 1785 study on Greek art argued that art created a means
of representing the idea of Homer; and for this reason the author of
the Iliad was given a different appearance from the author of the
Odyssey?'^ There is no evidence that Goethe read Reynolds, but this
distinction was widely adopted in eighteenth-century portraiture and
the Leipzig journal Neue Bihliothek der schonen Wissenschafien md Kiinste
published a German translation of the Discourses only a one or two
years after Reynolds had given his lectures at the Royal Academy. By
referring to an idea, Goethe compares this image also to Kauffmann's
portrait of him which he found lacking an idea and thus not "like" him.
The preceding letter in the passage in Italienische Beise just quoted
where Goethe muses that he likes the idea of being remembered in the
classical style closed with a reflection on having found happiness in
following his innate passion for writing:
Rejoice with me that I am happy, indeed I can say with
assurance that I have never been as happy as this: it is
certainly not a small thing to be able to satisfy an inborn
passion in the greatest peace and punty, and be entided to
promise oneself lasting profit from a continual pleasure.
(Saine and Sammons, 316)
The reader of the third part of Italienische Reisewhere this was published
no earlier than 1829, knew what kind of writing Goethe referred to.
Trippel's bust becomes an instrument for promoting Goethe's turn to

™ Sir Joshua Reynolds, Discounes on Art, Robert R. Wark, ed. (New Haven and London: Yale
University Press, 1997), 72.
" Pierre F. H. d'Hancarville, Recherches sur FOrigne, FEsprit et U Progis des Arts di la Grtce
(London: B. Appleyard, 1785), vol. II, 313. See Marcia Pointon, Hangng the Head: Portraiture
and SocialPormation in 1 Sth-Centsay England
Haven and London: Paul Mellon Centre for
Studies in British Art, Yale University Press, 1993), 63.
"Freut euch mit mir daB ich glucldich bin, ja ich kann wohl sagen, ich war es nie in detn
MaBe: Mit der groBten Rube und Reinbeit eine eingeborne Leidenscbaft befriedigen zu
konnen und von einetn anbaltenden Vergnugen einen dauemden Nutzen sicb versprecben zu
diirfen, ist wobl nicbts geringes" ("Den 6. Sept [1787]," IR 478-79).
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classicism and the apotheosis of himself as a classicist writer. The art
Wstorian Roland Kanz interprets Trippel's bust along the same Hnes:
It reveals an undisguised resolve for self-made immortalization as a
poet. The portrait bust, made in the noble style of the classical period,
godlike, serves as a propaganda medium for its subject's classicism."®'
It is exacdy in this sense that Goethe utilized the portrait in Italienische
Reise. He read and presented it as a symbol of an era and its highest
ideals, an interpretation that is still vaUd today. The writer of these
letters appears in no need of inspiration, he presents himself to his
friends as someone who works more than he enjoys himself.®^ He
names the results: he has just reworked and Enished the plays Egmont
and Ermn undElmire, and he is content with his 'dashing and buzzing'
progress in the arts (IR 480). He presents himself as Apollo Musagetes, a
God revered by the muses, not a human in need of them.
According to Andreas Beyer, Goethe selected for inclusion in the
Italienische Rfise that which had contributed to his self discovery in
Italy. This observation does not hold true for the passages about the
portraits. They go beyond recollections of self-transfiguration and
delineate a view of Goethe's own idea of his visual enshrinement or
canonization for the reader. Goethe placed his comments about the
portraits near eminent statements about himself and his development
in Italy. Whereas he rejected visual representations of classical.pieces
of art in this text, he did not deny it to his readers when it came to
projecting an image of himself. On the contrary, he quite explicitly
promoted it. Those images seem to have been included because they
visualize statements about his "self," his Italian metamorphosis from
the writer of Wertherto that of Iphigenie and Tasso,from a man of feeling
to a thinker in the tradition of classical antiquity, from the androgynous
culture of sensibility to the post-revolutionary reestablishment of
"manly" and heroic values. It is no coincidence Aat it was Tischbein's

" "Unvethohlen auBert sich darin dieAbsicht zur selbstverferdgten Dichterapotheose....Im
edlen Stil der Antike, gottahnlich, ist die Portratbiiste ein Propagandainstrument im Dienste
der eigenen Klassizitat" (Kanz,VichterundDenker, 193,195).
Paraphrased from: "Den 12. September 1787": "Es bleibt wohl dabei, meine Lieben, daB
ich ein Mensch bin, der von der Miihe lebt Diese Tage her habe ich wieder mehr gearbeitet
als genossen" (IR 479).
" "Selbsterkenntnis" (Miller, "Zur Entstehungsgeschichte," IR 687).
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Goethe in the Campagna that came to represent Goethe's Italienische Reise
and became, for many people, a timeless image of Goethe.

^ IV ¥
Unlike the portraits by Kauffmann and Tischbein, Trippel's had been
pubhshed as an engraving before Goethe edited the Italienische Reise
much later. Goethe did not send his plaster cast to Weimar, hut
instructed Trippel to give it as a present to Angelica Kauffmann after
she had sent off the engraving to be discussed here to him in Weimar.®''
Before leaving Rome he had asked her for drawings for the first
authori2ed edition of his works whose progress he supervised while in
Rome. The publisher Goschen had rejected images by Daniel Chodowiecki, the most successful illustrator of German literature in the
second half of the eighteenth century, for this edition due to what he
called their inferior quality.®® In a letter to Goschen in August 1787
Goethe cautioned that Kauffmann might not be inclined to accept such
a task because she had too many patrons already, but might do so as a
favor to him.®® Kauffmann was then, after the death of Pompeo
Batoni, at the height of her success and regardless of her sex the most
sought-after independent painter in Rome.
After Goethe's departure from Rome Kauffmann completed three
drawings specifically for the frontispieces of volume 5 and 8 of Goethe's
Schriften as well as a title vignette, one of them The Muses o/Trageefy and
Comedj at Goethe's Bust (drawing in pencil, 1788, Weimar, Sammlung
Weimarer Klassik).®^ She mentions her progress on it and its comple
tion in several of her letters to Goethe, also that she—after consulting
Goethe—^gave it to Johann Heinrich lips in Rome to be engraved and

Reported by Kauffmann in her letter to Goethe, 21 September 1788 (Kauffmann, 'Mir
traumte voreinpaarNdchten"wsrtoet 72 and commentary).
Volumes 1, 2, 4 contained prints by Chodowiecki; in 1790, volumes 1—5 were published
with new title pages.
"Von Mad. Angelica will ich sehen vor erst eine Zeichnung zum funften Bande zu erhalten.
Sie hat so viele Bestellungen, daC kein Federzug von ihr mit Gold zu erhalten ist, was sie nicht
aus Gefalligkeit thut" (fioethes Werke. Weimarer Ausgabe, volume rV.8,247).
See illustration in Schuster, Wiederholte Spiegelurtgen, vol. I, 355. Kauffmann also provided
Goethe with a drawing of a scene from Egpnont which was engraved as the frontispiece of
volume 5 (1788) containing that play.
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then sent to Goethe as a present, followed by the original drawing.It
appeared one year after Goethe's return to Weimar in volume 8
(Vienna/Leipzig: Goschen, 1789 [Figure 7]) which contained mostly
poems.
The frontispiece contained no title or description. The two muses
with their attributes are easily recognizable, but I have found no
evidence whether outside Weimar the bust was indeed recognized as a
portrait of Goethe or perceived as an image of Apollo. The bust
portrait had been reserved for sovereigns, conquerors, and heroes, and
Trippel's was the first one since the Italian renaissance for an artist or
poet. In the art of the preceding era especially the image of Apollo had
been reserved for kings.
Christian Bracht in the recent catalogue of the Goethe Nationalmuseum describes the drawing as the muses' homage to Goethe
( Melpomene, Thalia und Amor huldigen Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe ) and interprets it as Kauffmann's tribute from Rome to the
poet in Weimar.®® Kauffmann stated in a letter that she made the
drawing stricdy for Goethe and dedicated it to him.®" However, even
if the portrait was recognized as Goethe, not Apollo, the factor of
homage or tribute to Goethe in the image itself is questionable and
ambiguous. Melpomene, muse of tragedy, signified by the tragic mask
and a club, the ancient weapon, at her feet, faces Apollo/Goethe and
looks seriously at him. She has a scroll in her right hand. Thalia, the
muse of comedy, holds her mask in one hand, the other is playing with
or warding off Cupid who seems to try to get the mask. In her first
attempt, an unfinished sketch,®' the artist used a different composition
in which the muse of comedy is standing to the right in front of the
pedestal which is nearly shoulder height and placed frontally. She is still
turning away from the bust and looking at Cupid who is bending his
bow at her side. To the left of the pedestal is the muse of tragedy
seated and looking up to the bust, holding the mask in her left hand,
" See Kauffmann's letters to Goethe, 10 May 1788, 23 July 1788, 21 September 1788
(Kaufftnann, 'Mir tr'dumte vor tinpaarNachten,"numbers 62,68,72).
" Schuster, Wiedirholte Spiegelmgen, vol. I, 355. Similarly Baumgartel, AngeUka Kauffmann
[catalogue], 335.
She wrote in her letter of 23July 1788: "[D]ie zeichnung babe ich mit allem moglicben fleis
ausgefiibret dan es ist vor sie gemacbt und Ibnen gewidmet" (Kauffmann, "MirtrSumU vortin
paar NdehUn,"110).
" See Baiungartel, AngeSka Katffmann [catalogue], 334-35, where it was first published.
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the right hand is empty. The muse of tragedy is the only finished part
of the composition. Kauffmann wrote to Goethe shortly after his
departure that she had started another drawing with a different
composition on a larger scale and that she thought about engraving it
herself, something she had told Goethe earlier (10 May 1788); she does
not mention whether the earlier composition was based on their
conversations or even a suggestion by Goethe and why she changed
it.'^ Goethe's letter to Kauffmann with his praise for the outcome has
not been preserved,'^ and I have found no other comment by contem
poraries on the drawing and frontispiece. Nevertheless, the draw
ing/ frontispiece deserves a closer examination.
In the nineteenth century, interest in Kauffmann was reduced
mostly to her biography, her art and her success were reduced to her
role as the "muse of Rome." Even today, a biography still in print
refers to her in its title as "the muse of Rome," and the German title of
a recent biographical novel translated from Italian is "The Tenth
Muse."®'' Kauffmann painted the muses often, including in allegorical
portraits, such as ha Morghen and ha Volpata as the Muses ofTragecfy and
Comedy (1791) or ha^ Hamilton as Come^ (1791).®^ It was a fashionable
allegory during Classicism. The influential publication on ^Antiquities of
Hermlaneum (he Pitture Antiche d'Ercolano,1760), for example, contained
a series of the Nine Muses.
Feminist research has criticixed the inspirational function of the
muse as stimulus for male art from the middle ages until well into the
twentieth century. Especially during and since Romanticism the "dying
or dead female lover became the artist's inspirational muse" and this
role "can be read as a taboo" on women's literary and artistic

^ See Kauffmann, "MirtriiumU voreinpaarNachtea, "number 62. Bettina Baumgartel attributes
the changes in the composition to the influence of Raphael Meng's painting Pamass
(Baumgartel, Ange&ka Kauffmann [catalogue], 334)
" In her letter to Goethe of 1 November 1788, Kauffmatin simply rephrases his praise in
rather general terms which may be due to her applying the rules of feminine modesty; "Ich
sehe mit fteudenaus Ihrem allerliebsten briefe, daC Sie mit demTitel Kupfer zufrieden seind"
(Kauffmann, 'Mir trdumU vor tinpaar Machten,"122).
Siegfried Obermeier, Die Muse von Pom: AngeUka Kauffmannund ihre Zeit (Frankfurt: Oberon,
1987). Simona Weller, Die s^ehnte Muse: Das Lohen derAngelika Kauffmann (Munich: Goldmann,
1999). Even Appel discredits her painting and reduces her importance for Goethe to her role
as hostess of social events (Sabine Appel, Im Feengarten: Goethe und die Frauen [Stuttgart:
Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, 1998], 282).
See Bmm^tel,AngeSka Kauffmann [exhibition catalogue], 264-65 and 263-64.
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creativity.®'^ But what happens to the male concept of the muse when
applied by a woman artist? I would like to propose that Kauffinann in
this drawing (as in other works) implied the original meaning of muse
and problematized the act of creativity. She worked with and subdy
reformed this male projection of a female image in a way similar to
some of twentieth-century feminist artists and writers, such as Ingeborg
Bachmann. Kauffmann knew classical literature very well. She painted
many scenes from Homer's Iliad and O^ss^ that are very close to the
text and document her familiarity with the text and with the tradition
of painting scenes that taught values. Both epics begin with the
invocation of the muse and her song. The muse is the creator of the
text. Homer is her mouth. In the original Greek oral tradition the muse
"used the poet as her medium and was considered the primary creator
of art".®® She then judged the poet's imitation of her inspiration.
Kauffmann's muse of tragedy holds a scroll in her hand, she is a
muse that has "learned to write and read while still continuing to sing"
to put it with Eric Havelock.®® She has the text and is willing to give it
to the poet. The muse of comedy is playing with Cupid who attempts
to get the mask. I suggest to read this detail as a possible allusion, not
to inspiration through love, but to a distraction of the muse and
consequently a lack of creativity due to love affairs. Goethe describes
one such affair, his flirtation with a beautiful young Milanese woman
(the schbne Maildnderitl^ in Italienische Reise, and Kauffmann was, as
Roberto Zapped has confirmed with documents, part of a network to
find a good match for her.®® This part of her drawing may present
^ ever so subtle—admonition that writing and any creative product
requires full dedication. The drawing contains not the only muses
presented to Goethe by Kauffmann. In return for his bust, Kauffmann
seems to have sent Goethe an antique cameo ring with the image of a

Vera Boiler, "Muse," in Friederike Eigler and Susanne Kord, eds., TheFministEruychpedia
of GermanUteratun (Westport: Greenwood Press,1997), 337. See also Sigrid Weigel, "Musen
undjunggesellenmaschinen—^Mythen vom Geschlecht der Kiinste," in Corinna Caduff and
Sigrid Weigel,eds.. Das GeschlechtekrKiinste. literatur—Kultur—Geschlecht. 8 (Koln, Weimar
Wien: Bohlau, 1996), vii-xv.
" Boiler, Muse) 337
98
Eric A. Havelock, The Muse Learns to Write:V^flections on OraSy and Literay fromAntiquity to
tk Present (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1986), 23.
91^92
Goethes^anz andere Existenz in Pom (Munich: Beck, 1999),
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woman playing an instrument, in Kauffmann's correspondence simply
called "the muse," which she sent to him "as a small token of my true
and unchangeable,high esteem for you."^"®
Even with Trippel's bust of Goethe at the center of her drawing
for the frontispiece, it seems to thematize not Goethe as Apollo, the
leader of the muses. It reflects on authorship and creativity, the artist
seeking inspiration.^"^ After all, in 1788 Goethe was not popular with
the reading audience, and his sojourn in Italy had provided relief from
a personal and creative crisis, but the return was to demonstrate his
renewed creativity.'"^ His publisher Goschen waited a lot longer for the
completion of Tasso than Goethe had promised, and the last volume of
the edition finally contained the fragment version of Faust. One
assertion by Goethe on poetic creativity—albeit reported from late in
his Ufe—^is similar to the original concept of the Greek muse. It may
support that he was able to read Kauffmann's composition not as the
muse adoring his own image instead of Apollo's, but the lifeless marble
representing an unproductive state waiting for the gift of the muse.
Eckermann reports Goethe's ideas on 11 March 1828: He distingiushed
two distinct types of productivity—a higher and a lower. The highest
form of productivity consisted of important Apergus, inventions, and
brilliant and unexpected insights of great consequences. Such insights
were to be regarded as gifts of the gods and were closely related to his
concept of "the Demonic" (^'das Ddmonische'^, thus beyond man s
control, not part of his active and conscious undertakings.'"^ The
100 "pjjg Muse...als ein kleines Zeichen meiner wahren and mverenderlichm Hochachtunggegen
Ihnen [underlined]." Angelica Kauffmann to Goethe, 21 September 1788 (Kauffmann, "Mir
trdumte for an paar Nachten," \\1). The recent Weimar exhibition catalogue agrees with my
reading of the ring as the said muse (Schuster, Wiederholte Spiegelungen, volume 1,344).
Such a need, albeit especially for the years 1795 to 1805, was stated by David B. Richards
whose thesis was that Goethe's increasing isolation from his contemporaries resulted in a
crisis in productivity from which he turned to translation (David B. Richards, Goethe's Starch
far the Muse: Translation and Creatimty [Amsterdam:John Benjamins, 1979]).
In 1787 Goschen wrote about the reading audience and listed a few common complaints
about Goethe's works as incomprehensible, boring, outdated, or dark ("Mann versteht die
Iphigenia nicht die Geschwister sind langweilig. Der Triumph der Empfindsamkeit ist veraltet
und komt 2u spat die Vdgel sind zu dunkel. Der Teufel weiC was die Leute woUen.") Georg
Joachim Goschen to Friedrich Justin Bertuch, 22 September 1787 (Waltraud Hagen,j2»«fA»
and Zeugrdsse sjir Druekgeschichte von Goethes Werken [Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1966], 94).
"Dergleichen hat der Mensch als unverhoffte Geschenke von oben, als reine Kinder
Gottes, zu betrachten, die er mit freudigem Dank zu empfangen und zu verehren hat. Es ist
dem Damonischen verwandt, das ubermachtig mit ihm tut wie es beliebt und dem er sich
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second and lower type of productivity is the conversion of such
insights into a completed work of art, and only this type is not so
dependent upon inspiration and is, to a great extent, under the control
of the poet. Was the uncontrollable, God-given idea or lack thereof the
topic discussed with Kauffmann in Rome that she refers to so
enigmatically as driving her/them to the brink of despair?'®"* This
cannot be decided, but it has become clear that Kauffmann's Muses at
Goethe's Bust offers more than one reading.
The drawing may even be read as criticizing the original sculpture.
One more detail is important for such a reading. Kauffinann has
reduced the bust to half its original proportionate size and shortened
the upper body, thus reducing its effect of acute self-awareness and
high idealizaton and also making it more androgynous. The art
historian Bernhard Maaz has pointed at a criticizing component of the
drawing. He praises it as an attempt to remove the bust's high pathos
and make it more immediate.'®^ Kauffinann's bust of Goethe is close
to life size and nearly at eye-level with Melpomene, the muse of
tragedy, whose attention is totally directed at him as if talking to him.
He no longer gazes in a powerftil and masculine attitude into the far
distance, but looks at her seeking immediacy and exchange. He even
makes an inward impression. Thus the bust becomes feminized, less
monumental. Its message becomes similar to Kauffmann's own earlier
painting. Self Portrait in the Character of Painting Embraced ly Poetty
(1782).'®^ Here she showed the allegory of design or painting as
inspired by, listening to, and collaborating harmoniously with poetry.
It has been argued that Kauffinann's drawing of a title vignette for
volume 8 of Goethe'r Schrifien showing a single female figure at a column
with a cudgel contained a hidden self-portrait.'®^ However, it is

bewuClos hingibt, w^end er glaubt, er handele aus eigenem Antriebe." 0ohann Peter
Eckermann, Gespracbe mtGoethe in denleU(tenJahren seineshebem. Goethe. Samtliche Werke nach
Epochen seines Schaffens. 19 [Munich: Hanser, 1986], 611).
See her remark on a state of indifference and imprudence: "einer art von gleichgultigkeit...an dem auserstem Rande der unklugheit von der wier manches mahl gesprochen."
(Kauffmann to Goethe,17 May 1788, in Kauffmann, "bAirtrasssnU voranpaarNdebten/'lOO).
105 "fjiefln zeigt sich ein erster—zeitgleicherl—Versuch, die Buste ihres hohen Pathos zu
entkleiden und ihr mehr Unmittelbarkeit zu geben." (Maaz, "Dass die Idee, als hatte ich,"
285.)
See Bzusngiitel,An^e£JkaKasiffi»ann [catalogue], 242.
"" See Baumgartel, AngeSka Kauffmann [catalogue], 336.
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Melpomene in Kauffmann's tide drawing that has features of other
allegorical self-portraits, such as the hair-do and dress in the Uffizi selfportraiti°® and can be read as a reference to herself. Some time after
s\he had finished the drawing and when she learned from Trippel that
Goethe wanted her to have his plaster cast, she thanked Goethe and
wrote that she spent time at the bust every day.^°' Nearly like a tableau
vivarit, one might comment. On the other hand, she did not see
Goethe in every statue of Apollo, but distinguished clearly. For
example, in her letter to Goethe of 1 November 1788, she reported a
ritual when she visited the "hall of the muses" in the Vatican Museo
Pio-Clementino with Anna AmaUa of Saxony-Weimar and her
entourage; Herder proposed that everyone offered a prayer to Apollo,
and her request was that the God might inspire Goethe to return to
Rome.''" Inspiration was not an uncommon word in their correspon
dence.
Trippel's bust was also advertised in Goethe's book on Winckslmann und sein Jahrhundert (1805), listed as one of this sculptors best
works,"' but by the time Goethe was editing the account of his "Third
stay in Rome" {"Dritten BJimischen A.ufenthalf') of Italienische Reise
(published in 1829), other portraits and busts had been made of him
and were more popular. Trippel's bust was overshadowed by Christian
Daniel Ranch's Goethe (1820, marble, Leipzig, Museum der bildenden
Kiinste; plaster cast Weimar, Goethe-Nationalmuseum/Bestand
Plastik).'" Ranch's a-tempo work has been until today more influential
for visual representations of Goethe than Trippel's—despite Goethe s
praise in Italienische Reise. It was more realistic and more in line with
19th-century art criticism. It is no coincidence, that in a time when
scholarship is interested in the non-canonized Goethe, the nonhumanist, the Non-Apollonian, there is a growing interest in Kauff
mann's portrait. It was selected, for example, as the title image for
Zapperi's study on Goethe in Rome, T)as Inkognito, and featured promi-

See Bautngartel, AngeHka Kauffmann [catalogue], 224.
See her letter of 21 September1788 (Kauffinann, 'Wrtriiwjrtevoreinpaar'NScbten" axaiAxi
"" Kauffmann, "tAirtraumU voreinpaarNSchten" 121.
Johann Wolfgang Goethe, jdsihetische Schriften 1806—1815.
(Frankfurt/Main; Deutscher Klassiker Vedag, 1998), 150.
See Schuster, Wiederbolte Spi^tlungm, vol 1,482.
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nendy in the large 1998 exhibition and catalogue on Kauffmann
organized by Bettina Baumgartel. Trippel's bust was not very popular
during the Goethe anniversary 1999: the designers selected Rauch's
bust of 1820, not Trippel's as model for their "Goethe Desk Lamp" in
blue or orange translucent plastic, or Lumi-Goethe}^^

AvaUable on the World Wide Web by Goethe-Versand: (http://www.goethe-versand.de/
shop/index, htm), accessed 12 September 2003.

